“You are welcomed into this space,
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This is a place – a sphere of energy – which you can
use to separate yourself from daily activities and
reconnect with higher aspects of yourself and from
then you can easily access this communication
space – the receiving area in the Station of Light.
As you know, the Station of Light has existed
alongside this planet since before the planet was
populated, so it is an enormous expanse of
existence to get our mind around and perhaps we
would never totally understand it with our present
state of consciousness. However, we can enjoy the
experience of the energy with the information
presented to us through this present state, through
our presence, in the Station of Light.
So, this is how we begin this session at this time.

Orem addressing you at this time and
we are observing you and have
observed you during many of your
experiences, many of the consequences from
changes you have made and we also have you
present with us so that you may experience
observing energy that is potential for you.
Every shift you have in your thoughts, every choice
you make to make some alteration to your present
pathway, creates a shift in energy and the energy
creates particular sequences, patterns, codes,
within that area of potential.
As you are aligned here with us, you are connecting
with the highest aspect of yourself and your
intention. If your intention is to be fulfilling all
necessary aspects of your purpose, then you will be
drawing from the field of potential. Potential being
patterns of energy. Absorb that into you as you are
present here in this conscious state.
There is an expansion and an opening in the field of
energy which Earth is stationed within and this has
influences measured as magnetic fields in and
around the planet’s structure, the energy structure
which it is, realising that everything is energy.
This opening will be revealing many of the energetic
spheres of code referred to in previous
transmissions and also it will be revealing the
difference that has become strongly apparent to
many individuals between living in an atmosphere
which you would call enlightened compared with the
atmosphere which you might term very dense, very
difficult. There are many layers in between.
Bringing you into your focused intention in this
space, we are also having you revisit the energy
spheres which you became involved in presenting
them to the Earth-plane.

The movement you are feeling is repositioning you
back to the original time when these energy
devices, energy units, were presented into the field
of energy of Earth.
With the raising of patterns of frequency of
individuals it is necessary that these become
evident and when the energy field of particular
individuals resonates with these energy devices,
this is when there will be the shift in the thought
patterns and what is presented generally to people
and in turn, individuals will be feeling the shift within
their inner essence, within the consciousness field
of who they are.
This creates individual alignment patterns, similar to
that which you are experiencing in this session at
this time. It is available, you might say, to every
individual existing on the planet, but it is only
available to those who resonate with the energy
field contained within these energy devices, coming
through time portals from a different aspect of
civilisation.
You will be hearing more about this because your
story writers who are attuned to this frequency will
be presenting it to you in ways that you can
understand. It is for the upliftment of you all and
exchange of different data fields which incorporate
the understanding of the greater pattern for Earth
and how Earth has become to resonate with the
higher field energy structure from Source Creation
coming through the Solar Portal.
It may be evident that there are different types of
energy also coming through the Solar Portal. What
is relevant for you is to keep your intention very
clear and purely attuned to your own energy source.
For this to become more apparent to you, you are
being strengthened through the energy fields you
are experiencing in this present moment. This is the
importance of your presentation into the Station of
Light currently.

You will also be aware that within the Station there
are many people participating in various
assignments. These assignments were made
known to you in the previous transmission through
the Council of Light and so there is a selection
process happening. There is a distribution process
happening of energy and information and each time
you are here with us, you are experiencing
consolidation of what you received through the
Council of Light.
Therefore, there will be memory aspects surfacing
in you. Many of these may just relate to concepts
rather than actual step by step directions. This is
because you have a complex sequence of
interpretation as an individual and the concept
needs to be integrated through the higher aspects
of your consciousness field into the pattern readily
acceptable by you, and the pattern then, as you
interpret it, will arise in your own thoughts of ways
that you will be changing or enhancing or
communicating or travelling. It is how you present
yourself into the current civilisation and how you
present the higher aspects that you have accepted
as your assignment.
It was not a new assignment. It is a consolidation of
what you brought in with you into your current life
pattern. Therefore, you will already be sensing
changes you are wanting to make. You may already
have made many changes in how you view what is
occurring in your life and around the planet and this
will be incorporating as part of that change
withdrawing your attention from what you had been
heavily engaged in, in previous years. Those types
of changes arise from the repatterning of you in
alignment with the higher aspects of – we call it pure
- energy instruction and activation. It is pure in the
sense that it has not been altered by conditioning
and programming.

Gather in that energy into the core energy self that
is you here with us.
Bring this back now with you, fully focussed within
the receiving area of the Station.
There is the aspect of this that you have drawn into
you which we will term for you – as your vital
essence. This vital essence works throughout your
energy field in many ways. The vital essence
identified for you at this particular time around the
planet, is also within the element of water.
Consider the pure element of water energised
through the vital essence. - that vital essence which
you received from Source Creation and which you
carry within you.
More of this will become apparent to you as you
interpret the energy you have been immersed in
during this session.
This is all that I am presenting to you at this time,
Beloved

Orem out “

Thanks Orem. This is Lani again with you, joining
you again in this space, consciously, and I am
aware of this vital essence.
Do you feel that working through you in this space?
Perhaps you feel it surrounding you, and if you
infuse the water that you take into your body with
this, you will be feeling change, noticing change.
Take note of it.
I feel as if the whole planet has received a drop of
something vital. Can you picture that as I am
picturing it? This amazing drop of vital essence.
Bring this into your awareness now and bring it all
back into the planet, through you, through your
body, as you now bring your attention fully back into
your body.
You may continue to feel this vital essence in your
energy field. How will you use that? I am sure the
higher aspect of yourself will be giving you the clear
impulses in regard to all of this.
Now it is time to fully bring your focus back into your
body, into your full aspect here on Earth. Feel it
filling your heart, your mind, your body, your energy.
It does feel to be something very special.
I now close the Omega Portal so we have time to
absorb and fully integrate the energy of this session.
Thank you again for taking part in this energy
activation and we will connect again in the next
session.

Lani

Again, we draw your attention to bringing yourself
into alignment through that Solar Portal, very easily
accessed by you in this state present here.
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